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Do You Really Need It?
Students will examine items in their lives that use energy and classify them as a need or a want.

Learning outcomes
By the end of this activity, students:
will understand the difference between a need and a want
will have explored and incorporated energy-reduction strategies in their lives

There is only ONE option for this challenge.
Please complete the activity by having students give up one item that uses energy in the home,
classroom or school for an entire school day, and then reflecting on the experience.

Important
Please respect all school and governmental guidelines and restrictions surrounding COVID-19. Review the 2021 CEDC COVID-19 policy here.
This challenge does NOT require students to participate in an in-person setting.
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Do You Really
Need It?
Activity
Give up one electronic device in your home, classroom or school for an entire school day
and reflect on the experience

Materials
The Do You Really Need It? worksheet (attached).

Proof to be submitted
Copies of completed Do You Really Need It? worksheet or photos of students journal entries.

Activity
Distribute the Do You Really Need It? Worksheet to students in class or at home and ask them to list as many items as they can think of in their
environment that require energy. Teachers can also encourage students to write their notes in their journal. Compile a list as a class, noting the
items that are listed most frequently. Next, introduce the concept of needs and wants, and divide the list into things that are essential and things
that are a privilege. Ask students to determine which items in the “want” or “privilege” category use the most energy.
As a class, decide on one or a few energy-consuming items to give up for a day. The following day, go without this item. At the end of the school
day, have students reflect on how easy or difficult it was to go without this item. Could they give it up again with relative ease?

Take it home
Ask students to share with their family what they have learned about smart mobility habits and the presentation they designed. Have them make
a list of how they can improve their mobility habits with their family and share with the class. Encourage them to share their list (with permission)
on social media using #EnergyDietChallenge with @Energy_Lit.

Teacher tip
This is a great activity to start the Classroom Energy Diet Challenge, as it helps
students think about how they use energy in their everyday lives. It’s also a great
way to get the family involved!
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Worksheet

Name

MS Campus Clean-Up Crew

Date

April 23, 2021

Things I use everyday that require energy, and time spent using them:
What I use

How long I use it

To save energy, I gave up using my phone for the weekend
because I dont need it all that much and I sort of forgot it existed.
To
save energy,
I gave-up
using laptop for the weekend because
Instead,
I read books.
Brendan
laptops kill my eyes. Instead, I cooked and played board games
To save
up using a dishwasher for the weekend
with
myenergy,
family. I- gave
Dyanne
because 1) we can wash them by hand, using less electricity and
To
save
energy,
gave up
using
for theabout
weekend
same
amount
ofIwater,
and
2) itmy
usesdigital
lots ofwatch
electricity,
.
because
though
it tracks
many -things,
Instead, even
I washed
them
all by hand.
Mars I don't always need to
To
save
energy,
I
gave
up
using
my
electric
for the
know the exact time at all times and can usetoothbrush
an analog watch.
weekend
it uses
power
is not
. Instead,
I
Instead, Ibecause
didn't use
a watch
andbut
used
the necessary
clocks around
my house
used
a manual toothbrush.
- Mika
and sometimes
used an analog
watch. - Sarah
Need
(essential)

(For all students - uncountable hours!)

(For all students - many, many hours!)
On average, 2-5 hours per weekend
Throughout the entire day
On average, 20-30 minutes per
weekend

Lights (some)
Washer
Chargers (some)
Phones (sometimes)
Heater
Fridge(privilege)
Want
Freezer
Stove/Oven
Laptop
Fans
Lights (other)
Pumps
Projector
Traffic
lights (if there are cars)
Sprinklers
Traffic
security)
Phonesarms
(most(for
times)
ToFire
savealarms
energy I will give up using ______________________________ for the next day because
Camera
Sound
A/C systems
______________________________________________.
Instead , I will ____________________________________.
Automatic
Vacuum doors
(Humidifier?)
Television
Alarm
clock
Chargers
Dishwasher
Washer
Classroom Energy Diet Challenge
Dryer
Videogame console
Ice cube maker
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Examples from previous years of how this challenge can be completed:
Example 1

Example 2

The Ducheck Dragons completed this challenge by spending
the whole school day with no lights on!

The Beatty Fleming Sr. Public School class 804 completed
this activity by having students give up something at home.
The students bravely gave up their phones!
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